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SUMMARY

Conformational dynamics plays a fundamental role
in molecular recognition and activity in enzymes.
The ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme (E2) Ube2g2
functions with the ubiquitin ligase (E3) gp78 to
assemble poly-ubiquitin chains on target substrates. Two domains in gp78, RING and G2BR,
bind to two distant regions of Ube2g2, and activate
it for ubiquitin (Ub) transfer. G2BR increases the
affinity between the RING and Ube2g2 by 50-fold,
while the RING catalyzes the transfer of Ub from
the Ube2g2Ub conjugate. How G2BR and RING
activate Ube2g2 is unclear. In this work, conformational dynamics in Ube2g2 revealed a clear correlation of binding G2BR and RING with the sequential
progression toward Ub transfer. The interrelationship of the existence and exchange between ground
and excited states leads to a dynamic energy landscape model, in which redistribution of populations contributes to allostery and activation. These
findings provide insight into gp78’s modulation of
conformational exchange in Ube2g2 to stimulate
ubiquitination.

INTRODUCTION
Ubiquitination is an important cellular mechanism that is
involved in almost every aspect of cell signaling, including
ER-associated degradation (ERAD). The ERAD pathway prevents accumulation of misfolded or unassembled proteins in
the cell (Komander and Rape, 2012). The process of substrate
ubiquitination starts by activation of ubiquitin (Ub) by the ubiquitin-activating enzyme (E1) in an ATP-dependent reaction. In
the next step, the Ub is conjugated to an active-site cysteine
of another class of enzymes known as the ubiquitin-conjugating enzymes (E2). Finally, the ubiquitin ligase (E3) enzymes
transfer Ub from the E2Ub conjugate to the substrate or at
the growing end of a poly-ubiquitin chain on the substrate
(Komander and Rape, 2012). Ube2g2 is the cognate E2 of the
first human identified ERAD E3 gp78 (Fang et al., 2001).
Ube2g2 functions along with gp78 to form K48 linkage-specific
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ubiquitin chains that target unfolded proteins for proteasomal
degradation (Das et al., 2009; Komander and Rape, 2012).
gp78 activates Ube2g2 by interacting via two domains: RING
(residues A327 to I384) and G2BR (Ube2g2 binding region, residues S574 to K600) (Chen et al., 2006).
The minimum, common catalytic unit of E2 enzymes is
known as the UBC fold. A long loop is present between the
fourth b strand (b4) and second a helix (a2) of the UBC fold,
which we refer to hereafter as the b4a2 loop. This loop contains the active-site cysteine; C89 in the case of Ube2g2. Three
mammalian E2s (Ube2g2, Ube2g1, and Cdc34) have an acidic
long extension in the middle of the b4a2 loop (amino acids
96–108), which is also known as b4a2LL (Petroski and Deshaies, 2005). Adjacent to the b4a2LL is the a2a3 loop, and
these two loops together control access to the active site.
These loops are observed in multiple conformations in the
structure of free Ube2g2 (Figure 1A). Interestingly, they form a
single conformation when G2BR binds Ube2g2. The b4a2LL
and a2a3 loops come together and form a closed conformation that controls access to the active site (Figure 1B). When
RING binds to the Ube2g2:G2BR binary complex, the electron
density corresponding to the b4a2LL was unobserved in the
Ube2g2:RING-G2BR structure (Figure 1C), suggesting dynamic
mobility of this loop.
The G2BR binds to the ‘‘backside’’ b sheet of Ube2g2 with
high affinity (KD = 21 nM). Although the G2BR and RING bind
at distinct regions in Ube2g2, the G2BR interaction has a positive allosteric effect on the binding of RING to Ube2g2. RING
binds Ube2g2 with 144 mM affinity, but binds to Ube2g2:G2BR
with 3 mM affinity (Das et al., 2009). Interestingly, RING has a
negative-allosteric effect at the G2BR binding site, i.e., the
G2BR binding to Ube2g2 becomes weaker when RING
binds to Ube2g2, wherein multiple contacts between Ube2g2
and the N terminus of G2BR are disrupted. This is reflected
in a lower binding KD of 38 nM, between Ube2g2 and RINGG2BR compared with Ube2g2:G2BR (KD = 21 nM). The negative-allosteric effect was found to be essential for the processivity of gp78 machinery through multiple ubiquitination cycles
(Das et al., 2013).
Solution nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies of the
picosecond-nanosecond (ps-ns) dynamics have been studied
in four E2s: Ubc13, UbcH5b, UbcH5c, and Ube2g2 (Houben
et al., 2004; Ju et al., 2010; Pruneda et al., 2011; Rout et al.,
2014; Soss et al., 2013). In UbcH5b and Ubc13, the b4a2
loop lacks the acidic extension found in Ube2g2 and Cdc34.

Figure 1. Conformational Changes and
Binding Sites in Ube2g2 upon Interaction
with gp78
(A–C) Ube2g2 NMR structures (20 conformers in
green, PDB: 2KLY) (A) are superimposed with
three structures from the crystal asymmetrical unit
of Ube2g2 (yellow, PDB: 2CYX [Arai et al., 2006]).
Binary Ube2g2:G2BR complex (B) (PDB: 3H8K)
and ternary Ube2g2:RING-G2BR complex (C)
(PDB: 4LAD), where Ube2g2 is green, and G2BR
and RING are light blue. The missing electron
density of the loop in (C) is indicated by a dashed
line.
(D) The regions critical for binding and activity in
Ube2g2 are depicted as: ‘‘backside’’ G2BR binding site in orange, RING binding site in blue, and
Ub binding in dark red. Regions around the active
site are colored yellow.
In all panels the active-site cysteine side chain is
shown in orange.

Nevertheless, the ps-ns dynamics of the shorter b4a2 loop
were shown to have an effect on the catalytic activity of
Ubc13 (Rout et al., 2014). Although individual residues in the
UbcH5b b4a2 loop were found to be crucial for its catalytic
activity, the possible role of dynamics has not been revealed
as yet (Houben et al., 2004). The longer b4a2 loop in Ube2g2
was previously found to be dynamic in the ps-ns timescale
(Ju et al., 2010). The role of microsecond-millisecond (ms-ms)
dynamics in controlling biological activity has been demonstrated in multiple systems (Boehr et al., 2006; Chakrabarti
et al., 2016; Henzler-Wildman et al., 2007; Mulder et al.,
2001a; Smith et al., 2016; Tzeng and Kalodimos, 2009). The
ms-ms dynamics of E2 enzymes, either in the free form or in
complex with partners, have not been explored. Here we report

a study of the ms-ms timescale conformational dynamics (Palmer, 2004) in
Ube2g2 in the free form and in complex
with two gp78 domains. The experimental data, in combination with allatom molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, provides a coarse-grained picture
of Ube2g2’s energy landscape during
the initial phases of the ubiquitination
reaction. Previous research has shown
that Ube2g2 goes through a sequence
of allosteric binding to gp78, transfer of
Ub, and release from gp78 during the
ubiquitination reaction. The allosteric effects were shown to be equivalent for
both Ube2g2 and Ube2g2Ub, using
chemical-shift perturbations (Das et al.,
2013). The present study reveals that
Ube2g2 dynamics is significantly modulated along this pathway, and the population distribution in the dynamic energy
landscape drives the sequence of allosteric binding, catalysis, and release. In
addition, we observed (ms-ms) dynamics
in UbcH5b indicating that such modulations of the intrinsic dynamics may be a general event during ubiquitination by other
E2:E3 pairs.
RESULTS
G2BR Attenuates Dynamics in Ube2g2 across the
Pico- to Millisecond Timescale
The dynamics in free Ube2g2 were studied by Tolman and
co-workers using heteronuclear steady-state 15N nuclear Overhauser effect (het-NOE) and residual dipolar coupling (RDC)
experiments (Ju et al., 2010). While 15N het-NOE is a measure of ps-ns timescale dynamics, RDCs reflect motion on
slower timescales. Ube2g2 was reported to be dynamic in the
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Figure 2. G2BR Attenuates Dynamics in
Ube2g2
(A) Comparison of the 15N heteronuclear NOE
for Ube2g2 and Ube2g2:G2BR at 25 C. The secondary structure and clusters of Ube2g2 are
shown across the top. The extended loop, b4a2LL,
is highlighted by red bars. Error bars reflect
propagation of signal-to-noise error.
(B) Comparison of Ca RMSF values (mean ± SEM,
n = 3) observed in Ube2g2 and Ube2g2:G2BR
from three 100-ns MD simulations.
(C) Residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) in Ube2g2
(Ju et al., 2010) and Ube2g2:G2BR plotted against
predicted RDC values based on the respective
structures. Residues in the dynamic loop are plotted
in red while the rest are plotted in black.
See also Figure S4 and Table S1.

‘‘backside’’ b sheet, the extended region of b4a2 loop, and the
a2a3 loop (Figure 1A). The 15N het-NOE for the 15N-Ube2g2:
G2BR complex allowed comparison of the dynamics in the
G2BR-bound form with that in free Ube2g2, providing information about the relative flexibility of Ube2g2 in the free and bound
states. The majority of Ube2g2 residues were rigid on this timescale and had het-NOE values of 0.8 ± 0.05 in both the free and
the G2BR-bound form (Figure 2A). However, some distinct regions showed an increase in their het-NOE values when G2BR
is bound. Four regions or clusters in Ube2g2 have been shown
to interact with gp78 domains, and their interaction is involved
in catalysis (Figure 1D) (Das et al., 2009). Residues in cluster 1
are at the backside of Ube2g2 that bind the G2BR domain,
including b strands b1, b2, and b3 and the C-terminal end of helix
a4. Residues in cluster 2 form the binding site for the RING
796 Structure 25, 794–805, May 2, 2017

domain, including the N terminus of helix
a1, and the N-terminal and C-terminal regions of b4a2. The active-site cysteine
(C89) and surrounding region (b4a2 loop
and the a2a3 loop) form cluster 3. Residues in cluster 4 interact with the conjugated Ub and include helix a2. The 15N
het-NOEs of clusters 1 and 3 were low
in free Ube2g2 (Figure 2A). Interestingly,
upon binding G2BR their het-NOE values
increased (Figure 2A).
Similar information about dynamics
can also be obtained from all-atom MD
simulations (Figure 2B). An MD simulation with a well-calibrated force field
can provide detailed information about
the different conformational states and
their populations, if the states are sufficiently sampled within the simulation
time. Three independent 100-ns simulations were run on the free Ube2g2
and the Ube2g2:G2BR binary complex
(Table S1). The averaged Ca root-meansquare fluctuations (RMSF) observed in
Ube2g2 in the free and binary complex
forms are shown in Figure 2B. Overall,
there is a general agreement between the het-NOEs and the
MD simulations. The regions of free Ube2g2 with low hetNOE (<0.7; Figure 2A) have high RMSF (>1 Å; Figure 2B) in the
MD trajectory. Several regions in Ube2g2 show a significant
reduction in RMSF values upon binding to G2BR. Regions in
cluster 1 have lower RMSF, consistent with contacts between
this region and G2BR. Surprisingly, the extended acidic region
of b4a2 in cluster 3, which is far from the G2BR interface, also
exhibits significantly reduced fluctuations (Figure 2B). MD simulations are reasonable approximations of the conformational
fluctuations in macromolecules; however, they cannot be exact
representations due to uncertainties in force fields, solvent
approximation, finite size effects, and limited time sampling.
However, good correlations have been reported between the
dynamics revealed by MD trajectories and NMR relaxation

behavior (Gill et al., 2016; Robustelli et al., 2013). In the present
case, we observe different behavior between het-NOE and the
MD simulations in the b3 region (residues 50–65) (Figure 2A
versus Figure 2B), which may be due to a difference in the timescale of the MD (up to 0.1 ms) and the motions affecting the
het-NOE (ps-ns).
RDCs are sensitive to a wider range of motional timescales
from picoseconds to milliseconds (Lange et al., 2008). Fluctuations in the angle between the HN-N amide bond and a molecule
fixed coordinate system causes dynamic averaging of the RDC
values, and any change in the flexibility upon binding G2BR
can be assessed by comparing the RDC values in free Ube2g2
and Ube2g2:G2BR. Tolman and co-workers have reported that
the dynamics of the b4a2 loop in free Ube2g2 leads to a poor
correlation between the experimental RDCs and the back-calculated RDCs for the b4a2 loop (Figure 2C) (Ju et al., 2010). RDCs
of Ube2g2 were measured for Ube2g2:G2BR and fit to the
experimental structure (Figure 2C). The fit shows that the experimental and back-calculated RDCs for the b4a2 loop residues in
Ube2g2:G2BR agree well, in contrast to the free Ube2g2 (Figure 2C). The RDCs in the b4a2 loop of free Ube2g2 are averaged
by motion and have a lower magnitude compared with the core
of the protein. In contrast, the magnitudes of RDCs for the b4a2
loop in Ube2g2:G2BR were similar to the core region of the protein, confirming the loss of mobility.
Observing Micro- to Millisecond Dynamics in Ube2g2
CPMG (Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill) relaxation dispersion (CPMGRD) experiments can provide more detailed information about
the dynamics in the ms-ms timescale. This experiment is unique
in providing thermodynamic (from population distribution, pB),
kinetic (rate of exchange, kex) and structural information (chemical shifts of the invisible population via the differences in chemical shift, Du). The 15N-(TROSY [transverse relaxation optimized
spectroscopy]) CPMG-RD experiment (Loria et al., 1999a,
1999b) was carried out on 2H,15N-labeled Ube2g2, using the
C89K variant of Ube2g2, as described previously in our study
of the Ube2g2-Ub (E2Ub) conjugate (Das et al., 2013). The
C89K-Ube2g2 had relaxation dispersion profiles very similar
to wild-type Ube2g2 (Figure S1) and was subsequently used
for all further experiments. The Rex values in Ube2g2 were undetectable at 25 C; however, they were found to increase with
a decrease in temperature (Figure S2). Hence, all reported
CPMG-RD experiments were performed at 1.5 C. This behavior
indicates that the rates of conformational dynamics are faster
at 25 –37 C, consistent with recent observations made using
adiabatic R1r and R2r experiments (Chao and Byrd, 2016). The
strategy of using low temperature, while beneficial to bring the
kinetics of exchange, kex, within the CPMG detection window,
limits our ability to measure exchange in Ube2g2Ub due to
the increased transverse relaxation rate R2 of this species. However, using chemical-shift perturbations, which are exquisitely
sensitive to chemical environments and the populations of
exchanging species, we have previously established that the
allosteric perturbations in the binary and ternary complexes of
Ube2g2 upon binding G2BR and RING domains are equivalent
to the complexes formed with Ube2g2Ub (Das et al., 2013).
Therefore, we have investigated the dynamic exchange behavior
of Ube2g2 as a surrogate for the population redistribution in

Ube2g2Ub upon binding G2BR and RING domains. The 15N
relaxation dispersion data of Ube2g2 (Figure 3) indicated that
59 residues exhibit conformational exchange (Data S1). They
are distributed mainly in four regions/clusters in Ube2g2 (Figure 3). RD data were collected at magnetic field strengths corresponding to 850 and 700 MHz and were fit simultaneously to a
two-site exchange model using the Bloch-McConnell equation
(Mcconnell, 1958) to determine kex, pB and DuN (STAR Methods;
Data S1 and Table S2). Forty-five of the residues exhibiting
exchange could be clustered based on similarity of exchange
parameters kex and pB. If the c2 value of residues fit globally
does not increase by more than 100% of the c2 value when fit
individually, then the set of residues is considered to be experiencing a global exchange (Mulder et al., 2001a). Once the member residues of a cluster were identified, they were fit globally to
determine the global kex and pB (for that cluster) and jDuNj
values, suggesting that residues within each cluster are
exchanging between conformations with an approximately
common frequency (Figure 3 and Table S2). Interestingly, the
residues having similar dynamics are localized in the same
four clusters identified above. Dispersion profiles from the residues in the different clusters were fit to the Carver-Richards
equation (Carver and Richards, 1972) to determine kex for
each cluster. The frequency of exchange averaged over the
different clusters was kex  3,100 s1 (Figure 3). The chemical-shift difference between the two sites, DuN, can be obtained
from fits of the CPMG data and reflects the different environment/conformation of the two sites. The independent estimation
of population and chemical-shift differences is most efficient
when the conformational exchange is in the intermediate regime
of the NMR timescale, which is defined by a % 1.5, where a is
the scaling factor described by Palmer and co-workers (Millet
et al., 2000). In the case of fast exchange (a > 1.5) (Mulder
et al., 2001a), the pB and DuN are highly correlated and cannot
be determined with high accuracy. However, for the case of
global exchange, the global population derived from a fraction
of dispersion profiles, which are in intermediate exchange, can
be extrapolated to the residues which are in fast exchange
(Mulder et al., 2001a). For Ube2g2, under our experimental conditions, a sufficient number of residues in clusters 1 and 2 satisfy
the criteria to determine both pB and DuN. We are able to obtain
DuN values for clusters 3 and 4 (Table S2), which are in fast exchange, but show a similar correlation in comparison with the
DuN values calculated for clusters 1 and 2 (Figures S3B–S3D,
vide infra). The sign of the DuN is obtained from a pair of heteronuclear multiple-quantum coherence (HMQC) and heteronuclear single-quantum coherence (HSQC) experiments (Skrynnikov et al., 2002) (Figure S3A), which enables determination of
the change in chemical shift DdN and the determination of the
chemical shift dNB of the minor population species. The likelihood that the minor species represents the closed or open
conformation of Ube2g2 seen in the MD trajectories (vide infra)
can be assessed by comparing the dNB shifts with the chemical
shifts predicted from the conformational snapshots found in the
MD trajectories using SHIFTX+ (Han et al., 2011) (Figures S3B–
S3D). When the CPMG-RD experiments were repeated for the
[2H,15N]-Ube2g2:G2BR complex, most residues did not exhibit
any conformational exchange, as evidenced by flat dispersion
profiles (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Observed Micro- to Millisecond
Dynamics in Ube2g2
Ube2g2 is shown in green ribbon representation
on the left (active site C89 shown in orange, balland-stick representation). Residues experiencing
motion at the same timescale are clustered
and in red, stick representation. CPMG relaxation
dispersion profiles (squares) and fits (solid line) for
a representative residue in each cluster are shown
on the right. (A) Y13 for cluster 1, (B) W110 for
cluster 2, (C) E104 for cluster 3, and (D) V123 for
cluster 4. Dispersion profiles represent both free
Ube2g2 (orange) and Ube2g2 in Ube2g2:G2BR
(magenta). Errors in R2,eff were propagated from
noise in the reference and spin-locked spectra.
See also Figures S1 and S2; Data S1; Table S2.

The presence of ms-ms dynamics in E2 enzymes is not unique
to Ube2g2. When CPMG-RD experiments were carried out
on UbcH5b at 850 MHz, little or no exchange could be detected
at 25 C. However, at 1.5 C, 42 resolved residues showed ms-ms
dynamics distributed in three clusters (Figure 4). These data
suggest that dynamics are present and, at physiological temperatures, occur at rates faster than can be readily sampled
by CPMG. The trends and implications become accessible at
lower temperatures. Interestingly, these clusters were at regions
similar to Ube2g2, except that dynamics was absent in cluster 4,
which is the interaction site of conjugated Ub.
MD Simulations Indicate that RING Binding Revives
Dynamics in Ube2g2:G2BR
To observe the effect of the RING domain in Ube2g2:G2BR complex, we carried out all-atom MD simulations of the Ube2g2:
RING-G2BR complex (PDB: 4LAD). The crystal structure of the
complex lacks electron density in the extended region of b4a2
loop, and the missing region was modeled using Rosetta (Raman
et al., 2009; Song et al., 2013). Three lowest-energy Rosetta
798 Structure 25, 794–805, May 2, 2017

structures were used as the starting
structure in the three independent 85 ns
trajectories, respectively. In the ternary
Ube2g2:RING-G2BR complex, residues
27–32 in the ‘‘backside’’ G2BR binding region (cluster 1) and the b4a2 extended region (cluster 3) showed different mobility
compared with the binary Ube2g2:G2BR
complex. Intriguingly, the Ca RMSF
values of residues 27–32 were similar to
those of free Ube2g2 (Figure 5A). The Ca
RMSF values of the b4a2 extension were
in between the free Ube2g2 and the binary
Ube2g2:G2BR complex (Figure 5A).
The distance between the Ca atom
of residue C89 and the centroid of the
extended b4a2 loop (residues between
97 and 106) was used as a reporter to
classify the different conformations of
the extended b4a2 loop. When the fractional occupancy of a given structure
across the entire trajectory was plotted
versus the distance, three predominant conformations of the
b4a2 loop were observed in the different states of Ube2g2 (Figure 5B). These conformations are designated as open, partially
open (p-open), and closed conformations. A similar reporter is
the distance between C89-Ca and Y103-Ca in the individual
trajectories (Figure 5C). The majority of structures in the free
Ube2g2 trajectory presented the b4a2 loop in the open conformation, where the C89-Ca atom to centroid distance is >15 Å.
In a typical free Ube2g2 trajectory, the distance between
C89-Ca and Y103-Ca is 20 Å (Figure 5C). In the Ube2g2:G2BR
complex, the b4a2 loop goes into a closed conformation, which
is characterized by a shorter distance of %12 Å between C89-Ca
and the centroid. In a typical Ube2g2:G2BR trajectory, the
distance between the C89-Ca and Y103-Ca is always <10 Å
(Figure 5C).
The b4a2 loop shows interesting dynamics in the Ube2g2:
RING-G2BR ternary complex. In one trajectory, the b4a2 loop
is in the p-open conformation, where the C89 Ca to Y103 Ca distance remains within 15 ± 2 Å for about 40 ns (Figure 5C). After
40 ns, the b4a2 loop closes and remains closed during the rest

Figure 4. Observed Micro- to Millisecond
Dynamics in UbcH5b
Relaxation dispersion profiles (blue circles) and fits
(solid line) are given as in Figure 3. Clustered residues are shown for (A) cluster 1, (B) cluster 2, (C)
cluster 3, and (D) cluster 4 in red stick representation on the solution structure (yellow) of UbcH5b
(PDB: 1W4U). The active-site C85 is depicted
as in Figure 3. Residues in cluster 4 (colored red)
represent residues similar to members of cluster 4
in Ube2g2. Errors in R2,eff were propagated from
noise in the reference and spin-locked spectra.

change model to yield an average exchange rate of kex  3,800 s1 (Data S2
and Table S3). The DuN of residues in
clusters 3 and 4 do not correlate with
the DdN corresponding to exchange between any two known/observable conformations. This is consistent with the MD
simulations, which show that residues in
clusters 3 and 4 are exchanging between
the closed, open, and p-open conformations with significant populations distributed across these conformations.

of the MD trajectory. In two other trajectories, the b4a2 loop remains somewhere in between the open and the closed conformation (Figures 5C and S4). Consequently, the distance from
C89 Ca to the centroid of the b4a2 loop is 15 Å (Figure 5B).
Hence, the ternary complex exhibits the loop to be primarily in
the p-open conformation, although there are excursions to the
open and closed conformation for a considerable fraction of
simulation time (Figures 5B and 5C).
Measurements of Micro- to Millisecond Dynamics in the
Ube2g2:RING-G2BR Complex
Binding of gp78 RING to the Ube2g2:G2BR complex triggers
ubiquitin transfer when Ube2g2 is loaded with ubiquitin. To
examine whether RING binding affects the ms-ms timescale
dynamics in Ube2g2, we collected CPMG-RD data on 2H,15Nlabeled Ube2g2:RING-G2BR complex at 1.5 C, for two magnetic fields corresponding to 900- and 700-MHz spectrometers.
Indeed, the CPMG-RD data indicate that the residues in the four
clusters regain significant dynamics in the presence of RING
(Figure 6). This revival of dynamics is clear when Figure 6 is
compared with the CPMG-RD profiles of the G2BR bound state
(Figure 3). The data were simultaneously fit to the two-site ex-

Mutations in the b4a2 Loop
Extension Reduce the
Ubiquitination Activity of Ube2g2
The dynamics data and previous structures of Ube2g2:G2BR and Ube2g2:
RING-G2BR complexes indicate that the
conformational dynamics of the b4a2
loop could be critical for ubiquitination. Mutations were made at the b4a2
extended region and tested for ubiquitination activity with gp78 as the E3. The mutant Ube2g2-D13
is a deletion of the entire extended region (96–108) of the b4a2
loop and retains the native fold (Figure S5). Ube2g2-D13
showed a drastic reduction in poly-ubiquitination activity
compared with the wild-type (Figure 7A), consistent with loss
of activity observed upon mutating the acidic residues (Kleiger
et al., 2009) or the Ube2g2E108,,R379RING salt bridge (Das
et al., 2013) in the b4a2 loop. These data serve as a negative
control for experiments focused on b4a2-loop (M101-Y103)
residues.
In the G2BR:Ube2g2 complex, residues M101 and Y103, at
the tip of the loop, make several contacts with the core region
around the active site to stabilize the loop in the closed conformation (Figure 7A). This conformation facilitates formation
of the critical Ube2g2E108,,R379RING salt bridge between the
b4a2 loop and the RING. If the closed conformation of b4a2,
or interactions that stabilize it, is perturbed by mutagenesis,
then the G2BR-induced positive allosteric effects on the
Ube2g2E108,,R379RING salt bridge at b4a2 is expected to
diminish and reduce activity. Adjacent to G102 in wildtype Ube2g2, M101 and Y103 were mutated to glycine to
perturb the closed conformation and to enable maximum
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Figure 5. Comparison of Dynamics for
Three States of Ube2g2 from MD Simulations
(A) Comparison of per-residue Ca RMSF profiles
(mean ± SEM, n = 3 trajectories) of Ube2g2
in Ube2g2, Ube2g2:G2BR, and Ube2g2:RINGG2BR. Secondary structural elements, extended
loop, and clusters are shown as in Figure 2.
(B) Populations (fraction of frames) versus the
distance between the centroid of the extended
loop and C89-Ca are plotted based on trajectories
for Ube2g2, Ube2g2:G2BR, and Ube2g2:RINGG2BR. The conformation of the active site and
the b4a2 loop corresponding to the maximum
population is termed ‘‘open’’ for Ube2g2, ‘‘closed’’
for Ube2g2, and partially open (‘‘p-open’’) for
Ube2g2:RING-G2BR.
(C) Trajectories for the C89Ca-Y103Ca distance in
Ube2g2 in free Ube2g2 (orange), Ube2g2:G2BR
(magenta), and two runs of Ube2g2:RING-G2BR
(cyan and light cyan).
See also Figure S4 and Table S1.

conformational flexibility of the loop. Y103G-Ube2g2 showed
a significant decrease in activity compared with wild-type
Ube2g2 (Figure 7A), although Y103G-Ube2g2 has similar binding
affinities for G2BR similar to those of the wild-type (Figure 7B).
The double mutant M101G, Y103G-Ube2g2 showed a further
decrease in activity compared with the single mutant (Figure 7A).
These data underscore the importance of the conformational
dynamics in the extended region and its role in the poly-ubiquitination activity of the Ube2g2:gp78 machinery.
DISCUSSION
Ubiquitination is a multi-step reaction involving the three classes
of enzymes (E1, E2, and E3), Ub, and the substrate. Given the
multiple events of binding, release, Ub conjugation, and Ub
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transfer steps in the reaction, it is anticipated that the enzymes are dynamic
and that conformational dynamics regulate populations of the respective effective species at each step along this process (Liu and Nussinov, 2013). Multiple
structural snapshots of E1, in the presence and absence of Ub, indicate a high
degree of conformational motion in E1
(Huang et al., 2005, 2007; Schulman
and Harper, 2009; Souphron et al.,
2008). Multiple MD studies of Skp1/
Cul1/F-box (SCF) E3s indicate the role
of functional dynamics in the E3s (Liu
and Nussinov, 2009, 2013). For E2s
UbcH5c and Ubc13, the ps-ns dynamics
of the b4a2 loop near the active site were
correlated to its function (Pruneda et al.,
2011, 2012; Rout et al., 2014). However,
the dynamics in these enzymes upon
interaction with their reaction partners
has not been previously explored, and
no studies have addressed the ms-ms timescale, which can be
relevant to the recognition of binding partners and may correlate
with the Ub transfer step. Using a combined approach of NMR
experiments and MD, we have explored the dynamics in the
Ub E2 conjugating enzyme Ube2g2 when it interacts with two
domains of its cognate E3 ligase enzyme gp78, G2BR, and
RING. These findings have interesting parallels with studies of
faster timescale (ps-ns) dynamics in the cases of Ub-conjugated
UbcH5b (Buetow et al., 2015) and UbcH5c (Pruneda et al., 2011;
Soss et al., 2013), which show that modulation of dynamics in the
E2Ub conjugate is relevant for enzymatic activity.
The 15N het-NOE, RDC experiments and MD simulations
unambiguously indicated that free Ube2g2 is dynamic and has
motions in both the ps-ns and ms-ms timescale regimes. The
CPMG-RD experiments observed ms-ms motions not detected

Figure 6. Observed Micro- to Millisecond
Dynamics in Ube2g2 in the Ube2g2:RINGG2BR Complex
The protein structure and residue coloring is as
depicted in Figure 3. The relaxation dispersion
profiles for representative residues for (A) cluster 1,
(B) cluster 2, (C) cluster 3, and (D) cluster 4 in each
cluster (cyan squares) and fit (solid line) of the data
are given as in Figure 3. Errors in R2,eff were propagated from noise in the reference and spin-locked
spectra. See also Data S2 and Table S3.

by 15N het-NOE and RDC measurements, which is clustered in
four distinct regions, each region exhibiting different rates of
motion. There seem to be multiple conformations accessed by
these clusters, which is clearly visible from MD simulations.
Thus, the extracted 15N chemical shifts from fits of CPMG data
to a two-site model show only a general agreement with the
observed chemical shifts of the known states. The b4a2 loop
region experiences extensive dynamics, including the acidic
extension b4a2LL, which is exclusive to Ube2g2, Ube2g1, and
Cdc34. Interestingly, the combination of NMR experiments and
MD simulations indicated a drastic decrease in Ube2g2 dynamics (both ps-ns and ms-ms) upon interaction with the G2BR
domain. The 15N het-NOE values increased, RDC values fit well
to the back-predicted values from the core of the protein, the
Ca RMSF values decreased, and conformational exchange was
not detected in the Ube2g2:G2BR complex. In addition to the
G2BR binding region (cluster 1), all other clusters experienced
a dramatic loss of motion, including the b4a2 extension. The
correlated quenching implies a connectivity network between
different regions of Ube2g2, which are distant in space, and could
be essential to form the closed conformation of the b4a2 loop and

reorientation of E108 to promote formation of the critical salt bridge with R376
in RING (Das et al., 2013).
Similar to Ube2g2, we observe dynamics in the ms-ms timescale in free
UbcH5b, which is a close homolog of
UbcH5c (97% identity) (Kim et al., 2015).
In previous studies, Pruneda et al.
(2011) and Soss et al. (2013) observed
that Ub in the UbcH5cUb conjugate is
exchanging between multiple open conformations. Upon interaction with RING
domain, the conjugates were found to
be in a closed conformation where the
L8-I44-V70 patch of Ub is packed against
the helix a2 of the E2. In contrast,
Ubc13Ub and Ube2g2Ub conjugates
were found to have a substantial population in a closed conformation, even in the
absence of RING domain (Das et al.,
2013; Pruneda et al., 2011). Whereas
these studies observed the segmental
dynamics of Ub in the E2Ub:E3 complex, the current study observes internal
conformational dynamics of E2 that direct
interactions in the E2:E3 complex. A comparison between
UbcH5b and Ube2g2 shows that the ms-ms dynamics were
simultaneously observed in all clusters of the E2s except cluster 4, which is the binding region for ligated Ub. Cluster 4 shows
dynamics in Ube2g2 but not in UbcH5b. While Ube2g2 is
known to preferably assemble K48-linked poly-ubiquitin chains,
UbcH5b can promiscuously assemble different types of chains.
Observation of the ms-ms dynamics in two different E2 enzymes
with different preferences for lysine linkages indicates that the
dynamics observed here could be common to several E2s.
Several non-RING domains of E3s or other co-factors
(including Ub) bind to the backside of E2s (Metzger et al.,
2014). MD simulations have shown that Ub backside binding
reduces the ps-ns dynamics of helix a1 and the loop a1b1 in
UbcH5b, facilitating the binding of RING and promoting ubiquitination (Buetow et al., 2015). The affinity between Ub and
UbcH5b is weak and UbcH5b lacks the extended region of the
b4a2 loop. G2BR has a high affinity for Ube2g2, modulates a1
and a1b1 dynamics, similar to Ub, but modulates ms-ms dynamics throughout Ube2g2, including the extended region of
the b4a2 loop. It is interesting to note how the dynamics in two
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Figure 7. Functional Role and Dynamics of
the Gating Loop
(A) Reduced catalytic efficiency observed as
changes in auto-ubiquitination of gp78c for
different b4a2LL loop mutants in Ube2g2 compared
with wt-Ube2g2. The Ube2g2:G2BR complex is
depicted as Ube2g2 (green) and G2BR (blue), and
residues C89 (active site), M101, and Y103 are
shown as orange sticks. The D13 segment is shown
in yellow. WB, western blot.
(B) Isothermal titration calorimetry measurement
of the interaction between G2BR and Y103GUbe2g2. KD = 59 ± 6 nM, stoichiometry 1:0.95,
DH = 39.5 ± 0.4 kcal mol1, and DS = 99.3 ±
0.5 cal mol1 K1.
(C) Dynamic energy landscape model of Ube2g2
and the redistribution of population among conformations in different gp78 domain bound states.
The different conformations of Ube2g2, marked
as either open, partially open (p-open), or closed,
were obtained from MD simulations performed at
298 K (Figure 5B). The MD trajectories sampled
the different conformers multiple times within the
duration of the simulation. The populations were
obtained by binning the frames from MD runs into
either the open, p-open, or closed conformations.
Ube2g2 is shown in green with active site C89
indicated in orange and the b4a2LL loop drawn as
a green curve.
See also Figure S4.

different E2s is fine-tuned by backside binding to promote function. It is reasonable to postulate that, for several E2s, backside
binders such as E3 domains, accessory proteins, or Ub play a
vital role in modulating the functional dynamics in the E2s.
In the MD simulations, Ca RMSF values of the b4a2LL loop
increased in the Ube2g2:RING-G2BR ternary complex compared
with the Ube2g2:G2BR binary complex (Figure 5A). Given the
general agreement observed between 15N het-NOE and RMSF
values (Figure 2), it is expected that the RING binding would
reintroduce motion in Ube2g2:G2BR in the ps-ns motion timescale. In addition, CPMG-RD experiments detected conformational exchange in all four clusters of Ube2g2 in the ternary
complex. Altogether, simulation and experiments indicated that
interaction with RING domain revives the ms-ms dynamics in the
Ube2g2. The revival is somewhat surprising in cluster 2, where
RING binds; however, it suggests that flexibility nearby may be
required to facilitate transfer, once the stable RING-bound
conformation is established. For example, increased dynamics
802 Structure 25, 794–805, May 2, 2017

is observed in the nearby b4a2 loop (cluster 3), a2 helix (cluster 4), and the distant
G2BR binding region (cluster 1). This motion suggests that the system is poised
for the subsequent mechanistic transfer
and release steps. We showed previously
that binding of RING domain disrupts
several Ube2g2:G2BR contacts in a
negative-allosteric manner and that the
N-terminal region G2BR dissociates from
Ube2g2 (Das et al., 2013). The change in
dynamics observed in all the clusters is
consistent with partial, or initiation of, G2BR dissociation, and
foreshadows the release of gp78 from Ube2g2. The locking of
dynamics facilitating RING binding has been reported in
UbcH5bUb (Buetow et al., 2015), while restriction of dynamics
for enzymatic activity has been seen in UbcH5cUb (Soss
et al., 2013). The dynamics in both cases were in the faster
ps-ns timescale. The appearance of functionally relevant ms-ms
dynamics playing mechanistic roles in catalysis and binding,
upon binding co-factors or ligands, has been seen previously,
e.g., the binding of metal atoms in the case of RNase H (Stafford
et al., 2013) and the binding of DNA to the catabolite activator protein (Tzeng and Kalodimos, 2009), respectively. These are, to our
knowledge, the first such observations in E2:E3 interactions.
The observed ms-ms dynamics of the b4a2 loop in Ube2g2 can
be placed in the context of a dynamic energy landscape (Figure 7C) (Frauenfelder et al., 1991). The MD trajectories sampled
the ‘‘open,’’ ‘‘p-open,’’ and ‘‘closed’’ conformers multiple times
within the duration of the simulation. The populations depicted

in the energy landscape were obtained by binning the frames
from MD runs into the relevant conformations. The loop is dynamic in free Ube2g2 and primarily in the open conformation
(75%), with a minor 0.2% population in the closed conformation of the b4a2 loop. Intriguingly, upon G2BR binding, the
loop primarily adopts the closed conformation (95%). In this
state, only 5% of the population has a p-open conformation
and the completely open conformation is never observed. Our
previous study has indicated that the closed form is the result
of a G2BR-induced positive allosteric effect, increasing binding
to RING and enhanced ubiquitination (Das et al., 2013). Clearly,
G2BR also decreases dynamics in Ube2g2 and keeps it in a
poised, static mode for efficient RING binding. However, the
G2BR-induced closed conformation around the active site is
hardly conducive to attack by the substrate lysine and Ub transfer. The RING domain binds to Ube2g2 and catalytically activates it by releasing the b4a2 loop, enabling or facilitating the
subsequent lysine attack. These events reintroduce dynamics
into b4a2LL, and the region around the active site returns to a
partially open conformation (71%). About 22% of the population is also observed in the completely open conformation. The
partially and completely open conformations of b4a2 provide
ample space for a substrate lysine side chain to attack the thioester and transfer the Ub. In the ternary complex, the b4a2 loop
accesses all three conformations. These studies of Ube2g2 dynamics did not involve the conjugated Ub. Previously, it was
observed that conjugated Ub does not perturb the interactions
between Ube2g2 and RING-G2BR (Das et al., 2013), indicating
that it may not perturb the gp78-induced dynamics in Ube2g2.
The implications of the dynamics studied here are corroborated
by functional assays (vide infra), which involve Ub. The conjugated Ub may influence the dynamics in clusters 3 and 4. Future
studies are required to elaborate how Ub will fine-tune the ms-ms
dynamics in E2:E3 complexes.
The significance of interactions formed by the b4a2 loop was
tested in mutational and functional experiments. Mutants were
designed to interfere with the normal reaction coordinate of
locking a conformation that favors RING binding and stabilizing
contact interactions between (1) the extended loop and RING,
and (2) the extended loop and the active-site region. These mutations drastically reduced the ability to assemble poly-ubiquitin
chains (Figure 7A), consistent with our observation that conformations of b4a2 are critical for the activity of Ube2g2. The
sequential changes from dynamic to static and back to dynamic
conformations for this loop (spanning the states of free, binary,
and ternary complexes) are tracked by the relaxation dispersion
experiments and correlate extremely well with the positive- and
negative-allosteric controls of the ubiquitination reaction for
gp78 and Ube2g2. In addition, the loop could also play a role
in the substrate attack and Ub transfer. In fact, the homologous
extended acidic region in Cdc34 has been implicated to boost
interaction with its cognate E3 SCF and deprotonate ionizable
species at the active site or the acceptor lysine (Sandoval
et al., 2015).
A strong correlation was observed between the conformational exchange revealed by CPMG experiments and MD
simulations, where there is excellent qualitative agreement
despite differences in the timescale of transitions up to an order
of magnitude faster for MD simulations compared with CPMG

experiments. This correlation has been observed previously between NMR parameters calculated from MD simulations and
experimental values (Smith et al., 2016; Xue et al., 2012), and
the difference in the quantitative timescale agreement has
been suggested to reflect limitations in current force fields and
the ability to accurately characterize barriers between conformational states.
In conclusion, we have determined that E2 enzymes, particularly Ube2g2, exhibit multiple conformations, which are in exchange with one another on the ms-ms timescale, at different
steps along the ubiquitination reaction pathway. The lower population, higher energy, and invisible closed state likely represent
the conformation that interacts with the binding partner RING to
move forward along the reaction coordinate. As the system
moves along this reaction coordinate, the dynamics change to
suit the next transition. For Ube2g2, the exchange between
different functionally relevant conformations is selected by binding to the G2BR and RING domains of gp78. Our current work
establishes the connection between the observed positive allosteric effect of binding of different domains of gp78 and the
opening/closing of the b4a2 and a2a3 loops in the ms-ms timescale. E3 binding changes the energy landscape of Ube2g2
and redistributes the population. The redistribution of population
underlies allosteric effects on binding and activation in E2
enzymes. The functional ubiquitination assays have underlined
the importance of relevant ms-ms dynamics in the b4a2 loop
and the higher-energy conformations of Ube2g2. Given the presence of similar dynamics in UbcH5b, this raises the interesting
possibility that this is a common mode of activation of other E2
enzymes. Detailed analysis of the E2:E3 molecular recognition
dynamics is essential to understand the basics of ubiquitination.
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Site-Directed Mutagenesis
The C89K mutant of Ube2g2 was generated using a QuickChange Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit .
Protein Preparation
Ube2g2 was sub-cloned into the pET3a vector. UbcH5b in pET-DUET vector was a gift of Dr. A.M. Weissman. All three proteins,
Ube2g2, C89K-Ube2g2 and UbcH5b were expressed and purified by the same protocol. The proteins were over-expressed in
BL21 Star cells by induction with 1 mM IPTG at 37 C for 3 hours. Cells were lysed using a Microfluidizer M110S and separated
into soluble and insoluble phase by centrifugation. The insoluble phase of cell lysate was solubilized with 4 M urea followed by a
step-wise refolding procedure (4 M urea, 2 M urea and 0 M urea in 50 mM Tris HCl , pH 7.2, 2 mM DTT). These proteins were purified
from refolded lysate using a Q Sepharose 26/10 column, followed by Superdex 75 column (Das et al., 2009).
The RING–G2BR represents a fusion protein containing the RING and the G2BR domains of gp78 connected by a 40-amino acid
linker (Das et al., 2013). The RING–G2BR fusion construct was built into a pET3a vector with a nonspecific linker of 40-amino acids
(sequence: GGGGGGGSSGSSGGSGGGSGSSSGGGGGSGGGSGGGGGGG). DNA fragments of RING (aa 313–393) and G2BR (aa
575–600) were PCR-amplified from gp78FL separately; the linker region was inserted by a two-step PCR using synthetic DNA oligos.
The RING–G2BR protein was expressed in E. coli BL21 Star cells, grown at 37 C until the OD600 reaches 0.8–1.0. Thereafter, ZnSO4
and IPTG were added up to 50uM and 0.2mM, respectively, and the cell culture was grown overnight at room temperature. The cell
pellet was lysed in 50mM Tris, pH 7.0, using Microfluidizer (Model M110S, Microfluidics, Westwood, MA). RING-G2BR protein was
solubilized from the lysate pellet with 4M urea in Tris buffer (0.2M L-Arg, 0.5mM TCEP, 100uM ZnSO4, 50mM Tris pH 7.2), refolded
and purified with Q Sepharose 26/10 column followed by Superdex 75 column in a similar fashion as described above for Ube2g2.
The G2BR(WSADERQRMLVQRKDELLQQARKRFLNK) peptide was custom synthesized by LifeTein, Somerset, NJ.
Sample Preparation for 15N-Relaxation Dispersion Experiments
The uniformly 15N, 2H-labeled Ube2g2 and UbcH5b were expressed in minimal media using 99% 2H2O (deuterium oxide from
Cambridge Isotopes Limited) containing 15NH4Cl (Cambridge Isotopes Limited) and 1,2,3,4,5,6,6-D7 (98%) D-glucose (Cambridge
Isotopes Limited). Both the Ube2g2 and UbcH5b were purified by refolding from the inclusion body pellet, thereby the labile amide
deuterons were fully exchanged. The incorporation of 2H into non-exchangeable positions was generally 90-95%, based on mass
spectroscopy. The NMR samples were prepared in 50 mM Tris, pH 7.0, 2 mM TCEP, 5% 2H2O buffer. The protein samples were
concentrated using concentrators (Vivaspin from Sartorius Stedim). NMR samples for the 15N relaxation experiments were as
follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

0.7 mM wildtype Ube2g2 (15N, 2H labeled)
0.4 mM Ube2g2 (C89K, 15N, 2H labeled)
0.26 mM Ube2g2 (C89K, 15N, 2H labeled) + 0.3 mM G2BR (unlabeled)
0.4 mM Ube2g2 (C89K, 15N, 2H labeled) + 0.5 mM RING-G2BR (unlabeled).
0.8 mM UbcH5b (15N, 2H labeled)

CPMG 15N-Relaxation Dispersion Experiments
N R2 relaxation rates were measured in a relaxation-compensated Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) experiment (Loria et al.,
1999a, 1999b; Mulder et al., 2001b; Tollinger et al., 2001). The pulse sequence for the CT CPMG 15N-relaxation experiment with
TROSY implementation is modified to an interleaved pulse sequence with an RF heat compensation block (Loria et al., 1999a,
1999b). All relaxation data were collected on Bruker Avance 850 MHz (room temperature TXI probe), Bruker Avance 900 MHz (cryoprobe TCI), and Bruker Avance 700 MHz (cryoprobe TCI) spectrometers running Topspin 3.0 (Bruker Biospin Corporation). The NMR
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samples were 250 mL in Shigemi tubes. The CPMG pulse train was applied during a constant-time delay of 50 ms (for Ube2g2,
Ube2g2:G2BR and UbcH5b) with CPMG field strengths varied from 80 Hz to 1280 Hz and 30 ms for Ube2g2:RING-G2BR with
CPMG field strengths ranging from 133 Hz to 1200 Hz. The probe temperature was calibrated using a methanol sample.
Reference spectra were collected without the CPMG delay period. The R2,eff was calculated as


1
IðnCPMG Þ
R2;eff ðnCPMG Þ =  Log
T
I0
Where nCPMG is the effective frequency of the CPMG field (nCPMG = 1/(4t), where the time between the centers of consecutive 180
pulses is 2t), T is the constant delay during which CPMG pulses were applied (50 ms or 30 ms), I0 is the intensity of the peak in reference experiment and I(nCPMG) is the intensity of the peak at that particular CPMG frequency. The constant time delay was chosen
such that the intensity with maximum CPMG refocusing field has 50% the intensity of the reference.
Ube2g2 CPMG-RD data were measured at temperatures of 1.5 C, 5 C, 10 C and 15 C and a magnetic field-strength of 850 MHz in
order to measure the variation of Rex with temperature. Subsequently, all the Ube2g2 relaxation data for detailed analyses were
measured at 1.5 C at 850 MHz (room temperature TXI probe) and at 700 MHz (cryoprobe TCI) for detailed analysis. Ube2g2 bound
to G2BR was measured at 850 MHz (room temperature TXI probe). Ube2g2 bound to RING-G2BR was measured at 900 MHz
(cryoprobe TCI) and in 700 MHz (cryoprobe TCI) spectrometers. Data on UbcH5b was measured at 850 MHz (room temperature
TXI probe).
Relaxation dispersion data were extracted as peak intensities in the two-dimensional NMR spectra as a function of CPMG field
strength and analyzed with the generalized Carver-Richards equation for two-site exchange (Carver and Richards, 1972; Korzhnev
et al., 2004). The error-bars on individual data points reflect error-propagation of signal-to-noise ratio from duplicate measurement at
one CPMG frequency. The kinetic parameters and their uncertainties were calculated using a Monte-Carlo approach by replacing the
R2,eff value in the middle of the CPMG frequency range with 100 random values drawn from a normal distribution with the experimental S/N error as the standard deviation (s) of the distribution (McElheny et al., 2005). The NMR data were processed using
NMRpipe/NMRDraw (Delaglio et al., 1995), analyzed and intensity extracted using SPARKY (Goddard and Kneller, 2008). All the
structures were visualized using Chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004) and PyMOL (Schrödinger, LLC.).
CPMG Data Fitting
The dispersion data from each residue were initially tested for significant amount of relaxation dispersion (> 2 s-1). The residues
showing significant amount of relaxation dispersion were tested for statistical significance by fitting each to a horizontal line and
to the two-site exchange expression vide infra. Residues for which the F test at the 99% confidence limit showed that the exchange
is statistically significant were considered for analysis.
For each residue that displays statistically significant dispersion, the R2 relaxation data at two fields were fit simultaneously to the
general Carver-Richards equation for exchange between two sites, A and B (Davis et al., 1994; Palmer et al., 2001):


1
1
R2A + R2B + kex 
R2 ð1=tCP Þ =
cosh1 ½D + coshðh + Þ  D cosðh Þ ;
2
t CP
where

2
3
14
ðj + 2Du2 Þ5
±1+ 
D± =
1 ;
2
j2 + z2 2

2
312
 2 2 12
tCP 4
h ± = pﬃﬃﬃ ± j + j + z 5 ;
2

2

2
j = ðR2A  R2B  pA kex + pB kex Þ  Du2 + 4pA pB kex
;

z = 2DuðR2A R2B  pA kex + pB kex Þ ;


tcp is the delay between CPMG 180 pulses, pA and pB are the populations in states A and B, R2A and R2B are the relaxation rates
in sites A and B in absence of exchange (we made the assumption that R2A = R2B = R2(0)(McElheny et al., 2005)), kex is the rate of
exchange, and Du is the chemical shift difference between the two sites.
Initially, the data was fitted individually for each residue by non-linear least squares minimization using Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm implemented by Dmitry Korzhnev (CPMG_fit) (Korzhnev et al., 2004). Upon examination of individual fits it was clear that the
exchanging residues were clustered in four clusters based on their relative populations and position on the protein structure. Finally,
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the residues within the same cluster were fitted globally, i.e., with the same global values of kex and pB, but the individual Du and R2(0)
values were optimized. The quality of fits was ascertained by measuring the ratio of c2 values between individual fits and the global
fits. The ratio of c2 values between individual fits and global fits never exceeded by a factor of two.
The most significant structural difference between the closed, open and p-open conformations was observed in cluster 3.
The b4a2 loop, a2a3 loop and the active site residues (cluster 3) populate the minor conformation to  21 ± 3 % and the kex is
2640 + 270 s-1 (the dynamic parameters for the other clusters are included in Table S2). The kex value is close to the limit of the
range of exchanges measurable using CPMG relaxation dispersion experiments employing CPMG refocusing pulse frequency
up to  1000 Hz (Kay, 2016).
Prediction of Chemical Shifts of Closed, Open and p-open Conformations
The chemical shifts for the different states were calculated using SHIFTX+ (Han et al., 2011). The chemical shifts of the closed conformation of Ube2g2 were predicted using a conformation of Ube2g2 taken from the MD trajectory calculated using the crystal structure
of Ube2g2:G2BR complex (PDB: 3H8K (Das et al., 2013)). The chemical shifts of the open conformation of Ube2g2 were predicted
using a conformation taken from the MD trajectory calculated using the crystal structure of free Ube2g2 (PDB: 2CYX (Arai et al.,
2006)). The chemical shifts of the p-open conformation of Ube2g2 were predicted using a conformation from the MD trajectory calculated using the crystal structure of Ube2g2:RING-G2BR (PDB: 4LAD (Das et al., 2013)).
Analyses of Chemical Shifts of the Minor Conformation from Fits of CPMG Profiles (DuNCPMG (ppm))
Comparison of the dynamic chemical shift differences (DuN) obtained from the fits of CPMG data (including the sign information from
a pair of HMQC and HSQC experiments, Figure S3A) and differences of chemical shifts (DdN) of different conformations predicted by
SHIFTX+ show correlation (Figures S3B–S3E). The reported RMS in SHIFTX+ predicted d15N (2.3 ppm) is reflected in the error-bars
along y-axis. The major state for clusters 2 and 3 in free Ube2g2 is the open conformation, and the minor state is the p-open conformation (Figures S3C and S3D). Although majority of residues are following the trend (blue points), there are outliers in these dynamic
clusters (red points in Figures S3B–S3E). The major state for cluster 1 is the p-open conformation and the minor state is the open
conformation (Figure S3B). In cluster 4 the sign information was not available for most of the residues, so only the magnitude of chemical shifts were analyzed showing that the residues are exchanging between open and closed conformations (Figure S3E). In the main
text the closed, open and p-open conformations refer to the conformation of the b4a2 and a2a3 loops in cluster 3.
Determination of Chemical Shifts of the Minor State
The direction of the shift in the15N dimension of the minor state compared to the major peak (the sign of DuN) was determined experimentally from a pair of HSQC and HMQC experiment (200 complex points in the 15N dimension) by noting that the HSQC peak
is closer to the invisible minor conformation (Skrynnikov et al., 2002). This approach is valid for residues that satisfy the condition
jDuNj < O3 kb (Table S2). Measurements were made using a 2H, 15N labeled sample of Ube2g2.
The correlation between DuNCPMG values obtained from relaxation dispersion experiments and DdN values obtained from the differences between the open, p-open and closed conformations were calculated using Origin (OriginLab, Northampton, MA).
Measurement of Residual Dipolar Couplings
Residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) were measured on the complex of Ube2g2 (2H, 15N labeled, 200 mM) saturated with G2BR (unlabeled, 400 mM) in 50 mM Tris, 2 mM TCEP, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.2 and 10% 2H2O buffer containing 10 mg/mL bacteriophage
Pf1 sample (ASLA Biotech) (Hansen et al., 1998) at 25 C in 850 MHz. The 1JNH coupling measurements were performed using
IPAP-HSQC experiment (Ottiger et al., 1998) with one bond 15N-1H RDCs taken to be the difference between 1JNH measurements
in isotropic and aligned samples. We could unambiguously measure RDCs for 60 residues distributed throughout Ube2g2. Backcalculation of RDCs were performed using MODULE-2 (Dosset et al., 2001), as described below.
Refinement of Ube2g2:G2BR Structure with RDCs
The crystal structure of Ube2g2:G2BR (PDB: 3H8K) was subjected to refinement against the HN-N RDCs, allowing only minor
torsional adjustments. We calculated 1H-1H distance restraints (NOESY like) from Ube2g2:G2BR crystal structure (PDB: 3H8K).
These distance-restraints along with experimental RDC restraints were used for structure calculation using a typical annealing
protocol in XPLOR-NIH (Schwieters et al., 2003). The resulting structure was very similar to the starting crystal structure, having
Ca RMSF of 0.5 Å. We have validated the calculated structure in PDB validation tool and found the structure to be of acceptable
stereo-chemical quality (Protein Data Bank Validation Server at http://deposit.pdb.org/validate/).
Fitting RDC Data to the Calculated Structure
The Ube2g2:G2BR structure refined with Ube2g2:G2BR RDCs was used for analyzing the dynamics of the gating loop in
Ube2g2:G2BR. The experimental Ube2g2:G2BR RDCs were fitted to the refined Ube2g2:G2BR structure in MODULE-2 (Dosset
et al., 2001). The fit between experimental and back-calculated RDCs is excellent for all residues, including residues in the gating
loop (in red, right in Figure 2B).
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Measurement of 15N het-NOE of Ube2g2:G2BR
Steady state NOE values were measured using standard pulse sequence (Barbato et al., 1992; Kay et al., 1989) at 25 C at 700 MHz
with a cryogenic probe. Het-NOE values were calculated as the ratio of peak intensities observed for experiments with and without 3 s
of 1H pre-saturation during recycle delay of 5 s on 200 mM Ube2g2 (15N labeled) and 400 mM of G2BR mixture.
Molecular Dynamics Simulations
Unbiased MD simulations of Ube2g2 (100 ns x 3), Ube2g2:G2BR (100 ns x 3) and Ube2g2:RING–G2BR (85 ns x 3) were run on GPU
clusters using the NAMD package (Phillips et al., 2005). The protein and ions were described with the CHARMM36 force field (Huang
and MacKerell, 2013; MacKerell et al., 2004), and water molecules with the TIP3P model. The proteins were solvated in a water box
extending 12 Å from the outermost protein atom. The ionic strength of the solvating solution was 150 mM. The simulations were
started from experimentally determined X-ray structures and were energy minimized. The energy-minimized structures were allowed
to equilibrate for 5 ns before the production runs were started. A time step of 2 fs was used with the bonds involving hydrogen atoms
being constrained using the SHAKE algorithm (Ryckaert et al., 1977). Electrostatic interactions were calculated using the PME
method (Essmann et al., 1995), and the van der Waals interactions were truncated beyond 12 Å. Periodic boundary conditions
were imposed in all directions. The temperature of the systems was controlled at 300 K using the Langevin dynamics and the pressure was kept at 1 atm using the Nose-Hoover Langevin piston method (Feller et al., 1995; Martyna et al., 1994). The MD data were
analyzed and the figures were generated using Matlab (The Mathworks Inc.).
Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC)
The ITC experiment was performed using a VP-ITC MicroCalorimeter from MicroCal, Northampton, US. Both proteins were dialyzed
against identical buffer containing 50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 1 mM TCEP. Forty mM G2BR in syringe was titrated into the cell containing
2.5 mM Y103G-Ube2g2 in 30 steps of 10 mL volume each (with 4 minutes delay between injections). The integrated heats of interaction
for each step were corrected for the baseline using a blank (buffer into protein) experiment. The data were fit, excluding the first point,
using a single site binding model using the data analysis template in Origin (OriginLab, Northampton, US) provided by MicroCal.
In-Vitro Ubiquitination Assays
Auto-ubiquitination reactions using wt/mutants ofUbe2g2 and glutathione sepharose-bound glutathione S-transferase (GST) fusions
of the entire wt-gp78 cytoplasmic tail (gp78C, aa: 309-643) were carried out as described previously (Lorick et al., 1999). GST-gp78C
or its mutants were expressed in bacteria and bound to glutathione-Sepharose beads. One hundred microliter reactions containing
50 nM human E1 (Boston Biochem) and 1 mg ubiquitin (Sigma) in 13 ubiquitination buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 0.2 mM ATP,
0.5 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM DTT, 1 mM phosphocreatine (Sigma)) were assembled on the beads and incubated for 90 minutes at
30 C. Following incubation, beads were washed in 13 TBS and bound material was eluted in SDS-reducing sample buffer. Reaction
products were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and anti-ubiquitin (ThermoFisher) immunoblotting.
DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
Data Resources
NMR data were acquired using Topspin software and pulse sequences in the Topspin libraries from Bruker Biospin, and NMR data
were processed using NMRPipe. Modifications to pulse sequence are mentioned and cited. Copies of the modified pulse sequences
are available from the Lead Contact. Data were analysed using SPARKY for peak picking, integration, and het-NOE. Analysis of peak
intensities for determination of relaxation rates, exchange rates, populations and chemical shift differences were performed using
Sparky, CPMG_fit and Matlab (sources listed in the Key Resources Table). Chemical shift calculations based on protein structure
were performed using SHIFTX+, and RDC data were analysed using XPLOR-NIH and MODULE-2. Structure refinements were
done as described above using XPLOR-NIH and Rosetta. Molecular dynamics simulations were performed using NAMD and analyses partially assisted using VMD. Visualization and generation of molecular structure figures and images were created using
Chimera and PyMOL. All software resources are listed in the Key Resources Table, and the use of each package in the data analysis
is described in the sub-headings of the STAR Methods.
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Table S1. Details of the MD simulations (related to Figures 2 and 5).
Protein

Number of Runs

Ube2g2

3

Duration of each run
(ns)
100

Ube2g2:G2BR

3

100

Ube2g2-RING-G2BR

3

85

Table S2. Cluster-wise fitting parameters for R2 relaxation dispersion experiments for free Ube2g2 at 1.5°C
(related to Figure 3). The data were collected at 1H frequencies of 850 MHz and 700 MHz and fitted simultaneously.

1

Residues
Y13
K14
T17
L18
N19
G23
I24
E31
A39
E45
F54
Q157
V159
K161
G164
L165

Sign from HMQC-HSQC2
+
+
n.d.3
+
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
+
+
+
-

|DωN|(ppm)
5.788
1.17
1.171
1.116
1.354
1.082
2.514
3.939
1.028
0.951
3.446
0.747
1.747
1.378
4.271
1.493

kex (s-1)
3330±350
3330±350
3330±350
3330±350
3330±350
3330±350
3330±350
3330±350
3330±350
3330±350
3330±350
3330±350
3330±350
3330±350
3330±350
3330±350

pB (%)
2.5±0.25
2.5±0.25
2.5±0.25
2.5±0.25
2.5±0.25
2.5±0.25
2.5±0.25
2.5±0.25
2.5±0.25
2.5±0.25
2.5±0.25
2.5±0.25
2.5±0.25
2.5±0.25
2.5±0.25
2.5±0.25

α1
1.07
1.93
1.93
1.94
1.91
1.94
1.72
1.43
1.95
1.95
1.53
1.97
1.85
1.91
1.36
1.89

2

A5
L6
L9
M10
A11
L62
D63
W110
V113
Q114
S115

+
+
+
+
+
-

1.597
1.751
2.721
1.652
3.095
2.474
1.181
4.923
2.911
2.684
3.199

3070±350
3070±350
3070±350
3070±350
3070±350
3070±350
3070±350
3070±350
3070±350
3070±350
3070±350

1±0.1
1±0.1
1±0.1
1±0.1
1±0.1
1±0.1
1±0.1
1±0.1
1±0.1
1±0.1
1±0.1

1.86
1.83
1.63
1.85
1.55
1.69
1.92
1.15
1.59
1.64
1.53

I82
G86
K89
H94
D98
D99
M101
E104
A107
N131
E133
S134

n.d.
+
+
n.d.
n.d.
+
n.d.
n.d.
+

0.24
0.212
0.401
0.43
0.256
0.245
0.575
0.563
0.378
0.378
0.311
0.411

2640±270
2640±270
2640±270
2640±270
2640±270
2640±270
2640±270
2640±270
2640±270
2640±270
2640±270
2640±270

21.5 ± 3
21.5 ± 3
21.5 ± 3
21.5 ± 3
21.5 ± 3
21.5 ± 3
21.5 ± 3
21.5 ± 3
21.5 ± 3
21.5 ± 3
21.5 ± 3
21.5 ± 3

1.99
1.99
1.99
1.98
1.99
1.99
1.97
1.97
1.99
1.99
1.99
1.99

K118
I119
L120
L121
V123
L127

n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.

0.357
0.317
0.346
0.221
0.814
0.286

3500±350
3500±350
3500±350
3500±350
3500±350
3500±350

n.d.4
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.

1.99
1.99
1.99
1.99
1.97
1.99

Cluster

3

4

1

The Rex scaling factor α is defined in (Millet et al., 2000). For clusters 1 and 2 the populations and chemical shift
differences are accurately determined due to the presence of member residues in intermediate exchange regime (α <
1.5). For clusters 3 and 4 the populations and chemical shift differences are indicative for all residues as α > 1.9 (in
cluster 4 the populations could not be determined). The comparison of chemical shifts with the experimental
chemical shift differences show reasonable correlation in all clusters (Figure S3F-I).
2
The condition |ΔωN| < Ö3 kb (Skrynnikov et al. 2002), where kb is the rate constant of minor to major exchange, is
valid for all residues used in sign determination.
3
The residues were not considered for sign determination if the separation between HSQC and HMQC peaks were
less than 0.3 Hz in 15N dimension.
4
The indicative |ΔωN| values were calculated assuming pB = 0.5.

Table S3. Cluster-wise fitting parameters for R2 relaxation dispersion experiments for Ub2g2:RING-G2BR
complex at 1.5 °C (related to Figure 4). The data were collected at 1H frequencies of 900 MHz and 700 MHz and
fitted simultaneously.
Cluster

1

2

3

Residues

kex (s-1)

pB (%)

|DωN| (ppm)

K14
L18
N19
E22
G27
L40
M42
G43
G164
L165

3795 ± 370
3795 ± 370
3795 ± 370
3795 ± 370
3795 ± 370
3795 ± 370
3795 ± 370
3795 ± 370
3795 ± 370
3795 ± 370

n.d.1
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.

0.576
0.347
0.518
0.385
0.677
0.379
0.449
0.403
0.578
0.398

R8
M10
L62
W110

3980 ± 400
3980 ± 400
3980 ± 400
3980 ± 400

n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.

0.469
0.631
0.325
0.427

S91
A95
D99
M101
G102
E104
E108
R109
E133

4950 ± 500
4950 ± 500
4950 ± 500
4950 ± 500
4950 ± 500
4950 ± 500
4950 ± 500
4950 ± 500
4950 ± 500

n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.

0.453
0.544
0.533
0.507
0.698
0.539
0.39
0.338
0.382

0.6 ± 0.06
0.6 ± 0.06
0.6 ± 0.06

2.275
2.47
2.177

E117
2650 ± 400
S122
2650 ± 400
V124
2650 ± 400
1
The indicative |ΔωN| values were calculated assuming pB = 0.5.
4

Figure S1

Figure S1. The Ube2g2 C89K mutant is a good model of the wild-type in CPMG relaxation dispersion (related
to Figures 3 and 6). Comparison of relaxation dispersion profiles of wildtype Ube2g2 (green, measured in 800 MHz
1

H frequency spectrometer) and C89K mutant of Ube2g2 (red, measured in 850 MHz 1H frequency spectrometer).

The squares represent experimental data points and the solid line indicates fits of the data. Relaxation dispersion
profiles are shown for representative residues of each of the 4 clusters, (A) dispersion profile of Y13 in cluster 1, (B)
W110 in cluster 2, (C) E104 in cluster 3 and (D) V123 in cluster 4. Errors in R2eff were propagated from the noise in
the reference and spin-locked spectra.
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Figure S2. The temperature dependence of Rex of Ube2g2 (related to Figures 3, 4 and 5). 15N relaxation
dispersion data for V123 of Ube2g2 at different temperatures collected in an 850 MHz spectrometer. The biggest Rex
was observed at 1.5 ºC (blue), followed by 5 ºC (cyan), 10 ºC (orange) and 15 ºC (red). Errors in R 2eff were
propagated from the noise in the reference and spin-locked spectra.
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Figure S3. Determination and analysis of chemical shifts for Clusters 1-4 (related to Figure 3 and Table S2).
(A) Overlay of HSQC and HMQC spectra of [2H, 15N] labeled Ube2g2 show measurable shifts in chemical
shifts for the residues undergoing exchange. The signs of ΔωN were determined by noting that the HSQC peak
is closer to the minor peak. (B - E) Correlation between ΔωN values obtained from relaxation dispersion
measurements of free Ube2g2 and differences ( Dd N ) between chemical shifts in the p-open and open
conformations predicted using SHIFTX+. The error-bars on the y-axis reflect the propagation of error from the
reported RMS error of 15N predicted chemical shifts using SHIFTX+. (B) dNp-open - dNopen or Ube2g2 plotted
against ΔωN from fits of CPMG data (slope = 0.8; R2 = 0.4) for the exchanging residues in cluster 1. The
outliers are depicted in red. (C) dNopen - dNp-open for Ube2g2 plotted against ΔωN from fits of CPMG data (slope
= 0.7; R2 = 0.7) for the exchanging residues in cluster 2. (D) dNp-open - dNopen for Ube2g2 plotted against ΔωN
from fits of CPMG data (slope = 1.7; R2 = 0.9) for exchanging residues in cluster 3. (E) |dNp-open - dNopen| for
Ube2g2 plotted against |ΔωN| from fits of CPMG data (slope = 0.98; R2= 0.1) for exchanging residues in
cluster 4. Full parameter set for all the exchanging residues is in Table S2. The error bars along x-axis reflect
error in 15N chemical shifts from fitted dispersion profiles using jackknife protocol.	
  The error bars along y-axis
reflect RMS error in SHIFTX+.

Figure S4

Figure S4. MD trajectories of Ube2g2 in different bound states (related to Figures 2, 5, 7 and Table S1). The
distance between Y103-Ca and C89-Ca is plotted against time for all the MD runs. The distance is drawn in red for
Ube2g2, blue for Ube2g2:G2BR and black for Ube2g2:RING-G2BR.

Figure S5

Figure S5. The Ube2g2-Δ13 is a well-folded in solution (related to Figure 7). The HSQC spectrum of the mutant
shows that it is folded in solution at 298 K in buffer condition identical to that used for measuring NMR spectra of
Ube2g2.

	
  

